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To
The Public Information Officer/Assistant,
Public Information Office

(Name of the Department from which the information)
Is sought
Power Grid Corporation of India

(a) Subject matter of the information
Attached

(b) Period to which the information relates
Month and years
Previous Year

(c) Description of the Information required
Attached

(d) File No. if available
-

(e) Whether the applicant claims exemption
As below poverty line family, if yes attach please
-

(f) Original Treasury Challan No.
Amount and date of depositing
Application fee under rule 4 be attached

Applicant

Name
PAWAN KUMAR

Address
V.P.O - Nari - Sub. Tel - BH.
Dhuri - Mandi (H.P.) 175121

Telephone No.
9786110009
Q1. Weather general awareness pertaining to establishment of north power grid was done prior to initiation the project?

Q2. Are the repercussions of transmission line was made clear to common man under any welfare scheme?

Q3. How many power grids were established in thick populated area in the country, please give detail. Furthermore give your justifications with the impact of above said on common masses.

Q4. What area of deforestation was done for this project? Please give in figures and facts. Please specify names and types of trees, flora and fauna and natural habitats of wild animals.

Q5. How much rehabilitation was made? If done, please specify which type of rehabilitation was done. How many rehabilitants were permanent residents in revenue and how many numbers were settled since last few years?

Q6. Weather transmission lines were installed as per actual survey. If so, is it fruitful to install transmission tower in the heart of the villages?

Q7. Weather resident near as well as under the tower are safe? If so give detail with scientific justification.

Q8. The poor people, whose land was acquired for the project hence became landless, is there any provision to rehabilitates them permanently in the form of employment.

Q9. If it is not acquired by the project, then up to which extant it is advisable to work under the tower. For any untoward incident who will be responsible as well as accountable?

Q10. What are your provisions to use non government public land? What are provisions of compensation as well as maintenance and repair work? Weather maintenance and repair work was done or not? Please give detail.

Q11. What is your criteria to give compensession to the peoples. weather it are done judiciously or influentially.

Q12. Repair work of ground at Nau and path leading toward crematorium at river bank was done or not? Which was adversely damaged by the power grid corporation for erection of tower?